LIGHT BARS

Each pair of Light Bars comes with 2 curved, telescoping metal bars and 2 plastic L shaped channels with an attached screw and Velcro strap.

Place each of the Light Bars on the top posts of the panels, simply by sliding the curved bars over the posts until they come down and touch the carpet. They need to be appropriately spaced to accommodate the length of the track you’re using. We recommend placing them on the top posts that do not have Velcro strap fasteners on them, to allow the Light Bars to come all the way down to the carpet.

Loosen the thumbscrew hanging down from the bottom of the each Light Bar and telescope them out to the desired length and retighten. Place the track between the ends of the two bars, resting on the plastic Ls and use the attached Velcro straps to hold in place. If necessary, the bars can be angled in slightly to accommodate the track length.

Without track attached

With track attached (not included)